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Do any of these statements 
apply to you?

“I find it hard to know how and what to revise”

“I only revise the day/week before my assessments”

“I revise by reading over my notes then answering past paper questions”

“I revise in my own way that works for me”

“I don’t revise for assessments”

“I revise in blocks of 2 hours or more”



If you answered yes to some of those 
statements then you might have 

picked up some misconceptions about 
revision.

The good news is that there is 
something you can do about it!



How do we remember?

Things that you learnt a long time ago can be difficult to 
remember. 

However, they can be stored deep within our Long Term 
Memory. 

They become easier to remember if we try to recall or retrieve 
them often.

Every time you do a Nothing New, Just Review, Home 
Learning task or revise anything from a previous lesson, you 
are helping to strengthen your ability to recall knowledge



Not all revision strategies are 
created equal

Order these revision strategies into in terms of how effective they are: 

Least 
effective

Most effective

Creating Flash Cards Testing yourself with 
flash cards

Completing past 
papers

Creating mind maps Highlighting notes

Using Revision Guides
Taking notes from your 
school book or textbook Re-reading class notes



Effective Revision Strategies

Effective revision strategies are those that get us to move 
knowledge from our long-term memory to our working 
memory, like these:

- Testing yourself with flashcards

- Having a friend or family member test you

- Filling in a blank mind map from memory

- Completing past-paper questions (but not necessarily a 

whole past paper every time)



However, you can still revise in 
different ways apart from the ones just 

listed. 

The best revisers work through stages 
of a Revision Cycle.



Resources

- Class books
- Text books
- Revision guides
- Teacher knowledge organisers
- Teacher mind maps

Reducing

- Re-reading, highlighting and reducing 
notes

- Creating own flash cards
- Creating own mind maps
- Creating own knowledge organisers

Reapply 

- Past papers (self, peer or teacher 
marked)

- Completing a series of longer answer 
practise questions

- Writing a thesis or introduction to a 
longer answer

Retrieval

- Self or peer testing using flash cards
- Completing blank mind maps / 

knowledge organisers from memory
- Short answer practise questions
- Explaining to self or peer aloud



What do I need to do next?

1) Make sure you know the most effective ways to revise in 

your subjects - ask you teachers for advice

2) Make sure you know your priority topics - identify your 

strengths and weaknesses within each subject so you 

can plan which topics to revise the most

3) Set aside time each day to revise a range of topics and 

subjects - not just one subject

4) Gather your revision resources and materials in one 

place - including the ones you have made yourself


